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Abstract: 

This research paper presents a novel approach for the early detection of diseases in grape and 

pomegranate plants using a content-based image retrieval (CBIR) technique. The agricultural industry 

faces significant challenges in monitoring and diagnosing plant diseases, which can have adverse effects 

on crop yield and quality. Traditional disease identification methods often rely on visual inspection by 

experts, which can be time-consuming and prone to human error. In this study, we propose an 

automated system that leverages the power of computer vision and MATLAB to assist in the rapid 

identification of diseases in grape and pomegranate plants. Obtained results demonstrate the efficacy 

of the proposed CBIR-based system in accurately identifying diseases in grape and pomegranate plants. 

By automating disease detection and reducing the dependency on manual inspection, this research 

contributes to the advancement of precision agriculture and the early management of plant diseases, 

ultimately improving crop yield and sustainability. 
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I. Introduction: 

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is a technique used in computer vision and information retrieval 

to search and retrieve images from a database based on their visual content rather than relying on textual 

descriptions or tags [1]. CBIR systems analyze the visual features of images, such as color, texture, shape, 

and spatial arrangement, to compare and match them to user-provided queries or sample images [2, 3]. The 

basic idea behind CBIR is to search for images that are similar to a query image based on their content, such 

as color, texture, and shape. In the context of plant disease identification, CBIR can be used to match a query 

image of a diseased plant with a database of images of known plant diseases [3, 4]. 

Image processing is currently extensively utilized in fields including engineering, navigation, 

medicine, geography, weather forecasting, and the agricultural sector, among many others. A very practical 

and effective tool for this kind of application is MATLAB. Numerous systems have been produced with 

MATLAB throughout the years at an international level, and a great deal of research has been conducted using 

MATLAB [5, 6]. MATLAB is particularly beneficial in the domains of science, technology, electronics, and 

many others because of its simplicity, strong GUI, and sophisticated graphics [5-8]. 

The traditional method for identifying and diagnosing fruit illnesses relies solely on skilled observation 

with the naked eye. Due to their remote locations, consulting specialists can be expensive as well as time-

consuming in some underdeveloped nations. To automatically identify disease symptoms as soon as they 

emerge in developing fruits, automatic fruit disease detection is crucial. This technique makes it simple to 

identify fruit illnesses. Using this technique will help us prevent farmers from losing money. The proposed 
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system in this research paper is definitely useful for farmers for indicating early detection of fruit or plant 

diseases [9, 10].  

II. Steps of Detecting diseases in grape and pomegranate plants using CBIR: 

Detecting diseases in grape and pomegranate plants using a content-based image retrieval (CBIR) 

technique in MATLAB involves several steps. CBIR can help identify plant diseases by comparing images 

of healthy and infected plants based on their visual content. Some steps are involved for detecting diseases in 

grape and pomegranate plants using CBIR as follow [11-14]. 

Step 1: Image Acquisition 

Collect a dataset of images of grape and pomegranate plants, including both healthy and diseased samples. 

Required a sufficient number of images for each class (healthy and diseased) to train and test system 

effectively. 

Step 2: Image Preprocessing 

Preprocess the acquired images to enhance their quality and standardize them for analysis. Common 

preprocessing steps include resizing, noise reduction, and color correction. 

Step 3: Feature Extraction 

Extract relevant features from the images. In CBIR for plant disease detection, we can use various visual 

features, such as color histograms, texture descriptors, and shape features. These features should capture the 

unique characteristics of healthy and diseased plants. 

Step 4: Feature Database Creation 

Create a database of extracted features for all the images in dataset. Each image should be associated with its 

feature vector, and you will use this database for querying. 

Step 5: Query Image Selection 

Choose a query image of a grape or pomegranate plant with an unknown disease for which we want to identify 

the disease. This query image will serve as input to the CBIR system. 

Step 6: Feature Extraction for Query Image 

Extract features from the query image using the same methods and feature extraction techniques applied to 

the training dataset. 

Step 7: Similarity Measure 

Calculate the similarity between the feature vector of the query image and the feature vectors of images in 

your database. Common similarity measures include Euclidean distance, cosine similarity, or other 

appropriate distance metrics based on the features used. 

Step 8: Ranking and Retrieval 

Rank the images in the database based on their similarity to the query image. The images with the highest 

similarity scores should be retrieved and considered as potential matches. 

Step 9: Disease Identification 

Based on the retrieved images, you can identify the disease in the query image by examining the corresponding 

labels or metadata associated with the retrieved images. These labels should indicate whether the plants in the 

retrieved images are healthy or diseased. 

Step 10: Post-processing and Visualization 

A visualize the retrieved images and their corresponding disease labels in MATLAB to assist in disease 

identification 

Step 11: Evaluation 

Required ground truth data (known disease labels) for dataset, we can evaluate the performance of your CBIR 

system using metrics like precision, recall, and F1-score. 

Step 12: Refinement and Optimization  

We can refine and optimize your CBIR system by experimenting with different feature extraction methods, 

similarity measures, and image preprocessing techniques to improve its disease detection accuracy. 

By following these steps and using MATLAB's image processing and feature extraction functions, for 

develop a content-based image retrieval system for disease detection in grapes and pomegranate plants. Figure 

1 reveals the framework of proposed system. 
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Figure 1: Framework of proposed system 

 

III. Literature survey 

Tejas Deshpande et al (2014) suggested grading illness automatically on pomegranate plant leaves. 

The investigation is focused on the bacterial blight illness. Because manual grading takes time, automatic 

grading systems are useful. For performing image segmentation and disease detection, K-means clustering is 

used. Calculations are made for total leaf area and total disease area. Disease grading has been completed 

after calculating leaf area and total disease area. Plant pathologists can benefit from this approach, not actual 

farmers [15]. 

Jhuria, et al (2013) method for identifying and detecting fruit disease based on image processing was 

proposed. For the trials, apples were chosen as the fruit, and the illnesses taken into consideration were apple 

rot and apple blotch. K-means clustering is utilized in the segmentation of images. To extract the features, the 

following methods are used: color coherence vector, histogram, full local binary patterns, and local binary 

patterns. Multiclass support vector machine is employed in the diagnosis of fruit diseases [16]. 

Dubey, S.R. et al (2012) presented a method based on image processing for fruit disease identification. 

Fruit disease detection is the aim of research work. Mangoes, apples, and grapes have been chosen as the 

experimental subjects. The feature extraction process uses feature vectors for morphology, color, and texture. 

Compared to other feature vectors, the morphology feature provides 90% reliable results. Image processing 

methods are employed for fruit weight calculation and illness diagnosis. For weight adjustments on images 

kept in learning databases, back propagation is used. The categorization of fruit has been determined based 

on the spread of disease (17). 

Iqbal, Z. et al (2018) carried out review on an automated detection and classification of citrus plant 

diseases using image processing techniques. This article provides a survey of the many approaches for 
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identifying and categorizing citrus plant leaf diseases. The page provides a comprehensive taxonomy of citrus 

leaf ailments. The difficulties of each stage are first explored in detail, which has an impact on detection and 

classification accuracy. Additionally, a complete analysis of the literature on automated disease detection and 

categorization techniques is provided. Researchers examine several techniques for image preprocessing, 

segmentation, feature extraction, feature selection, and classification. Additionally, touch on the significance 

of feature extraction and deep learning techniques. A detailed discussion of the studies was also offered, 

including their advantages and disadvantages as well as revealing other research problems. According to the 

study results, automated technologies for disease detection and categorization in citrus plants are currently 

being developed (18). 

Kaur, S et al (2019) reported and carried out literature survey on plants disease identification and 

classification through leaf images. In order to shed light on many significant study issues, authors summarize 

the benefits and drawbacks of all such investigations. The presentation includes a discussion of often studied 

infections and a research scenario for the various stages of a disease detection system. The effectiveness of 

cutting-edge methods is evaluated in order to pinpoint those that appear to be effective across a variety of 

crops or crop classifications. The article highlights numerous aspects of consideration along with the future 

research directions after identifying a group of approved methodologies. Researchers could better grasp plant 

disease detection uses for computer vision with the aid of the survey (19). 

Prasad, S. et al (2016) proposed system for plant leaf disease diagnosis which is based on multi-

resolution mobile vision. In this work, a novel combination of the Gabor wavelet transform (GWT) and gray 

level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) is offered, opening up a new dimension in pattern recognition, for the 

detection and diagnosis of leaf illness. A sick patch is represented as a multi-resolution, multi-direction feature 

vector in a mobile disease diagnosis system. Reduced transmission costs are achieved via the mobile client's 

pre-processing, segmentation, and transfer of the leaf picture to the pathology server. The computational 

operations of GWT-GLCM feature extraction and k-Nearest Neighbor classification are carried out by the 

server. An accurate 93% of the time, the result is returned to the user's screen via an SMS (short messaging 

service). The other portion of the study focuses on the creation of a human-mobile interface (HMI), which 

allows even illiterate farmers to automatically monitor their fields at any stage with a single cellphone click 

(20). 

Barbedo, J. et al (2014) employing standard color digital photos, a method is described to identify and 

measure leaf diseases. The system was developed to be fully automatic, eliminating any chance of human 

error and cutting down on the amount of time needed to assess disease severity. The application can handle 

photos with many leaves, which further cuts down on processing time. When the symptoms and leaf veins 

exhibit similar color and shade characteristics, accurate findings may be obtained. One restriction on the 

algorithm is that the background must be as near to white or black as possible. Tests revealed that the method 

produced accurate estimates under a wide range of circumstances and was resistant to variations in the size, 

shape, and color of the leaves as well as in the symptoms and veins of the leaves (21). 

Iniyan, S. et al (2020) suggested plant disease identification and detection using support vector 

machines and artificial neural networks. Authors discussed about the use of artificial neural networks (ANN) 

and support vector machines (SVM) for the identification of agricultural diseases. The survey's findings 

include the advantages and disadvantages of each approach in relation to the input variables (22). 

Kebapci, H. et al (2011) proposed a content-based image retrieval system for plants, specifically for 

the identification of home plants. The problem is difficult since a plant image consists of a collection of 

overlapping leaves and potentially flowers. In addition to presenting some fresh texture matching strategies 

and form characteristics, authors investigated the applicability of numerous well-known color, shape, and 

texture features for this issue. After utilizing the max-flow min-cut technique to separate the plant region from 

the backdrop, feature extraction is used. Outcomes on a database of 380 plant photographs from 78 distinct 

plant kinds demonstrate the potential of the new methodologies that have been proposed, as well as the system 

as a whole: in 55% of queries, the correct plant image is returned among the first 15 results. Furthermore, the 

accuracy increases to 73% when 132 well-segmented plant picture subsets are taken into account (23). 

Kavitha, P. (2021) suggested fuzzy multi-characteristic clustering method, based on fuzzy clustering 

and logic, to achieve this goal. In user query, similarity measure, and image substance, fuzzy sets are utilized 

to express the fuzziness. Clustering is a classification technique that is unsupervised, offers just a little control, 
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and significantly boosts clustering performance. Proposed method can reach notable precision and recall rates 

with greater computational efficiency, according to the first results (24). 

 

IV.  Proposed Framework 

Figure 2 represents the framework of proposed system and explain the working of developed system 

as below steps. 

 
Figure 2: framework of proposed system 

1. We have used the MATLAB software tool in the current improvements in light of these advanced 

characteristics. The tool's design and advancements are as follows: 

2. Under the direction of the specialists, samples of both healthy and diseased leaves were taken from 

the botanical garden. The samples that were taken were from various crops with both healthy and 

diseased leaves. Every leaf must test the designed tool. The same plant's leaves come in both 

diseased and disease-free samples. 

3. The GUI shows on the user screen after the CBIR diagnostic tool has been launched. The user then 

selects a non-infected image from their memory that corresponds to the image of the diseased leaf 

that has to be diagnosed by clicking the 'Enter original image' button.  

4. As the next diagnostic step, a user has to provide the image of the infected leaf under diagnosis for 

comparison. For this, the user clicks on the ‘Enter diseased image’ button and selects appropriate 

leaf image from the drive.  

5. Further clicking on ‘push button 1’ enables the program to scan the non-infected leaf image and 

generates its RGB histogram. 

6. The Same procedure given in step 3 above is repeated for infected leaf image using ‘push button 

2’ to generate its RGB histogram. 

7. Further by clicking onto the ‘push button 3’ results in generating edge detected images of the 

infected and non-infected leaf images respectively.  

Figure 3 shows the output of developed system. 
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Figure 3: output of developed system 

 

Conclusion: 

This research offers a promising solution for real-world applications in agriculture and provides a 

foundation for future developments in the field of automated plant disease diagnosis. For an effective CBIR 

tool for plant disease identification requires careful consideration of the dataset, feature selection, similarity 

measurement, and user interface design. Additionally, regular updates and improvements are essential to 

ensure the system remains accurate and useful to its intended users. 
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